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Ladies and Gentlemen:
We are pleased to enclose the summary report
on highway and transportation programs in Virginia. The
report was prepared by the Joint Legislative Audit and
Review Commission with the cooperation of a study
committee designated by Senate Joint Resolution 50 of
the 1980 Session.
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Senate Joint Resolution No. 50 mandated
that the Joint Legislative Audit and Review
Commission GLARC) review the programs and
activities of the Department of Highways and
Transportation (DHT). The resolution called
for the study to focus on the administration of
the department, highway and transit needs,
revenues and methods of financing needs, and
the fair apportionment of construction and
maintenance costs among vehicles of different
sizes and weights. The Commission was
directed to make an interim report before the
1981 session of the General Assembly and a
final report before the 1982 session.
This document presents a summary of the
studies conducted under SJR 50 and highlights
each principal finding and recommendation.
Six other reports, one for each component of
the study series, are available. These include1. Organization and Administration of the
Department of Highways and Transportation-Interim Report.
2. Methodology for a Vehicle Cost Responsibility Study.
3. Vehicle Cost Responsibility in Virginia.
4. Highway Construction, Maintenance,
and Transit Needs.
5. Financing Highway and Transportation
Programs in Virginia.
6. Organization and Administration of the
Department of Highways and Transportation-Final Report.

tions, the department has become one of the
largest agencies of State government, with
11,818 authorized staff positions and a biennial
appropriation of $1.9 billion in 1980-82.
Over the years the mission and the organization of the department have been shaped
largely by external events. In 1963, the
Virginia Highway Study Commission (commonly referred to as the Stone Commission)
recommended increasing highway revenues and
embarking on an ambitious construction
program. The commission proposed modifying
the department's organizational structure and
streamlining highway planning, design, and
construction functions. The number of
employees devoted to construction activities
rapidly increased.
As the highway system matured during
the 1960s and early 1970s, transportation planning emerged as an important State and
national concern. In 1970, as a result of
federal mandates, an environmental quality
division was created to make environmental
impact assessments of highway projects. The
following year, the transportation planning
function was separated from the programming
and scheduling of construction projects. Legislation was enacted in 1974 requiring the Highway and Transportation Commission to prepare
a statewide transportation plan. The planning
responsibility was subsequently transferred to
the office of the Secretary of Transportation.

The funding environment for highway programs changed
dramatically in the late 1970s for two reasons. First, inflation in costs
began to outpace the rate of revenue growth. The high price of oil has
both raised costs and reduced travel, thereby eroding gas tax revenues.
Second, maintenance expenditures have been increased substantially
beyond previous levels.
The Department of Highways and Transportation has broad responsibilities for the
construction and maintenance of the 60,881
of roadway in Virginia's highway
system.
department also has a variety of
transit related duties. To
these func-

The most visible change in
Commonwealth's transportation structure was the
department's 1974 name change-the
ment of Highways and
Although the department's primary task
continued to be highway construction

two
environment
in the
in
cost of
construction and maintenance
began to outpace the rate of revenue
In
early 1970s, even with the
in
revenues following the 1974 Arab oil
revenues consistently exceeded the amounts
to maintain a 1970 level
power (Figure 1). Between 1970
mid-1977,
DHT had sufficient revenues to support real
in its programs. After 1977, however,
hio·hur-:nJ fund revenues steadily lost ground.
two cent per gallon increase in the motor
fuel tax enacted in 1980 did little more than
offset
erosion in purchasing power experienced through inflation.
The second factor defining the current
funding environment for DHT programs is the
rapid increase in maintenance spending.
Maintenance expenditures per lane-mile of
highway have increased by 20 percent over
the last five biennia (Table 1). The dollar
amounts shown in the table are indexed to
control for inflation and to exclude such items
as bridge maintenance, weigh stations, ferries
and extraordinary repair work, which are not

in
interstate
system.
department was
the mainstream
State
policies and procedures.
is, it was
as a special purpose
organization totally supported by special, dedifunds; as
it was not subjected to
aggressive budgetary oversight applied to
State agencies.
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Table 1

PER
LANE MILE
in Millions, indexed to FY 1971 costs)

1970-72
1972-74
1974-76
1976-78
1978-80
Percent
Change

Total
Expenditures
$435
403
410
472
523
20%

Routine
Maintenance
$264
223
238
225
268
2%

Maintenance
Replacement
$171
180
172
247
255
49%

Source: JLARC Analysis of DHT Data.

likely to be correlated with changes in the
lane-miles of roadway.
The table highlights several important
points. Total expenditures per lane-mile
increased 20 percent even after inflationary
effects are eliminated. Furthermore, virtually
all of the real increase in spending occurred
in the category labeled "maintenance replacement." Maintenance replacement is essentially
the renovation of existing highway facilities
with pavement overlays, replacement of signs,
guardrails and other facilities, and major repair
of drainage structures and bridges. Maintenance replacement spending increased by 49
percent for the decade even after inflationary
effects are eliminated.
The increased level of maintenance spending is now part of the base DHT budget. The
total maintenance budget increased from $48
million in 1970 to $186 million in 1980. It is
projected to be $260 million in 1983. As a
result, highway maintenance-once a relatively
low cost program compared to construction-is
projected by DHT to require all currently
available highway maintenance and construction funds by 1985. Without new revenues,
such projections signify an end to Virginia's
highway construction program. The alternative
to new revenue authorizations would be major
cuts in maintenance spending. Such cuts
would run the risk of accelerating deterioration of the highway network, which results
from the aging of pavement and bridges, and
increased traffic volume and weights.

Simply increasing one
supporting
way
programs
not,
adequate basis for
the next decade. In
with the changes in the funding
other factors need to be considered.
1. DHT does not have
framework necessary to
revenues
accountable for
use
consistent
legislative
Changes are needed in current
ing procedures for construction, maintenance, and public transportation
programs. Greater attention needs to
given to management controls in
to reduce costs and increase efficiency.

2. Highway and transportation
policy needs to be evaluated on
basis of three criteria:
revenue; equity among user classes;
efficiency of administration.
Virginia's current tax structure is
mentally sound, the revenue sources are
not sufficiently sensitive to
Administrati ve charges
were
designed to recover cost of services
not been updated adequately
now
drain funds from programs.
some
inequity exists between revenue contributions and expenditures
on
behalf of the two middle weight
classes.
The remainder of this
findings and recommendations in
areas and presents several options
Assembly may wish to use in
highway and transportation programs.
II presents an evaluation of planning, DTlJ£I'aOrlming, budgeting, and management
suggested for DHT. Chapter III reviews
way and transportation needs, and assesses
to
ability of current financing
meet those needs. Finally, Chapter
four financing alternatives for
consideration for the 1982-84
1984-86
nia.

4

II.. PROGRAM
BUDGETING,

The planning, programming, and budget
development practices of DHT do not yet
provide a sufficient framework for highway
and transportation programs over the next
decade. Greater attention to policy formulation,
construction programming, maintenance budgeting, public transportation needs assessment,
and management controls is necessary.

Policy Formulation
Formulating policy is primarily the responsibility of the Highway and Transportation
Commission and the Secretary of Transportation. The Highway and Transportation
Commission is the statutory policy-making
body for DHT. The Secretary provides a
source of program direction and budget oversight; he is charged by statute to prepare statewide multimodal transportation plans.
Commission Role. The commISSIOn is
active in its oversight of highway construction
but does not have a similar level of involvement with the maintenance or public transportation programs. For example, although statute
gives the commission the responsibility for
recommending to the legislature a "reasonable
and necessary" level of highway maintenance,
the commission has not worked with DHT
staff to define a policy for what constitutes a
"reasonable and necessary" program. And each
of the commission members interviewed
during the course of this study either did not
fully understand the maintenance budgeting
process or felt it was effectively beyond their
control.
Similarly, relatively little attention is given
to public transportation policies and programs
at the commission level. For example,
although the commission has a number of
committees which deal with such topics as
ferries and highway use permits, there is no
committee for public transportation-a major
function of the department.

Recommendation (1). The Highway and
Transportation Commission should give greater
attention to the biennial maintenance program.

The program should recommend for
consideration the amount required to preserve
the highway investment, and the amounts
necessary to achieve other desirable mainte~
nance enhancements. (See Recommendation
Recommendation (2). The commission
should establish a
committee on
public transportation. One member of the
commission, possibly the at~large, urban
member, should be designated by statute to
represent public transportation concerns and
chair the committee.
Secretary's Role. The Secretary of
tation has two major roles with
to
DHT policy formulation. First, as a cabinet
officer, the Secretary is formally
with
directing the development of the DHT
Important progress has been made in
ing the Secretary's budget review role. Howevand
er, evaluation of DHT program
budget procedures
identified
in
conformance with State law and in
assurances of legislative accountability. There
is a clear need for expanded involvement
the Secretary in budget oversight.
The second role of the Secretary is in
preparation of a statewide transportation
The plan was first mandated by
Assembly in 1974 as a responsibility
commission. The responsibility was
the Secretary's office in 1978.
status report on the plan was prepared for
1981 legislative session, the completion
format, and con ten t of the plan
remain
uncertain.

Recommendation (3). The
Transportation should expedite the
the statewide transportation
should contain specific
transportation issues facing
198010 and present recommendations
ing those needs. Members of the
local
have

of

to contribute
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ness.

nrnitect the hil!]hw~IV itliVe1stmient

be
in the
the maintenance program.
two
nance,
level.
A draft

Greater attention
condition
should take

into the
The
mandate that a
conditions

ment.

the 1984·86 biennial
Recommendation
ate its
dards used in
nance. Either
standards
field
required, or the
updating the standards should be

program in
area bus systems,
programs.

metrorail,
Bus Service. All public bus systems in

Virginia operate at losses which range from
ten cents per
for the Petersburg
system
over one dollar per passenger-trip for
some of
smaller systems (Table 2). This

be
and
rec~o!lisi(lered.

Table 2

FY 1980
Trips

39

Operating Loss

54

$1.40
1.19
1.53

123

.87
1.00
.61
.33
.58
.0

$

71
1
Staunton

Bristol
Danville

149
97
1

373

05
911

.48
.49

Peninsula

.48

Richmond

.69
. 8
.91

in State
secretary's
metrorail is
is
support
next

proposed
the
assistance in
the completion
beyond I
issue

number of groups in
Virginia receive State or federal funds to
promote ridesharing, vanpooling and carpooling
to relieve highway congestion and increase
fuel conservation.
the 1980-82 biennium
programs received State
funds through demonstration grants which
were limited to 12 months' duration. This
limitation inhibited the development of stable
programs. According to DHT this
will
be addressed
more
language which
has been proposed for the 1982-84 biennial
budget.

Recommendation
The
should take the
financial and
formats which
on aU transit
As a
of a technical
assistance program to local transit systems, the
public
should
sively pursue
ways of recl'm:ing
operating costs and evaluating transit services.
transportation engineer
Finally, the
should
a biennial
on
in
which includes the
results of
reviews carried out under
statute as well as a detailed assessment of
needs of the Commonwealth. This
should have wide distribution and be
to the appropriate
committees of the General Assembly.

tion

the metrorail system
a
consideration
Nletrorail receives no
either the State or
does receive State
and retirement
metrorail construction.
State assistance for
is about $17 million.
to decrease to $8.2
biennium.

Recommendation
The General Assemcommitmay wish to create a special
tee to review State
regarding
The committee should be
directed to review the financial needs of
and other mass
of

aid
that should be
direct State
Trans-

of

of
local

actual spendconstruction
Between 1967
to

amount.
State
tration
construction
tion items
account

In
in
a formula
funds. An
for the period
of 94 councome
over the
from one
alloca39

9

over a
relationship
established by

not

been

Recommendation
The General Assembly may wish to clarify its intent regarding
the extent to which
are to be
consistent with the allocation of construction
funds under Section 33.1-23.1 and Section 33.1-23.4, Code of Virginia. Definition of the term
"allocation" to mean
to expend allocated
funds within a
time
(consistent
for example with DHT's four-to - six
year
construction program) would
the basis
for greater legislative direction and establish a
clearer basis for accountability in the distribution of construction funds.

Recommendation (13). For the purposes of
addressing the current imbalance between allocations and
among highway
systems, the General
may wish to:
a. require DHT to prepare a plan for
General Assembly consideration that will eliminate the existing imbalances within the statutory provisions.
b. suspend the application of Section 33.1-23.1, Code of Virginia for a time period
sufficient to allow DHT to address the current
imbalances.

c. require
consistency
expenditures and allocations made
future but permit greater flexibility
extent to which past allocations and
tures are expected to coincide.

between
in the
in the
expendi-

Capital
DHT has built
now maintains approximately 300 facilities across the State. In FY
1981, the department spent $6.4 million to
build and maintain these facilities. In the past,
DHT has constructed virtually all its facilities
without complying
the statutory provisions of the capital outlay process. A review of
statutes does not appear to give DHT any
special authori ty in
area other than in
land acquisitions for highways. In fact, in
1980, the General Assembly stated in Section
2.1-507
the Code of
that while
land purchased for
exempt from YP,/lP'\AT

Buildings).
the Division
to comply with
Although DHT
these provisions, more changes are needed.

Recommendation (14). DHT should improve
control and coordination over capital outlays
by consolidating the capital budget function
with the office responsible for preparation of
the operating budget. The capital budget
responsibility should be assigned to the DHT
budget division with the existing capital outlay
committee assigned an advisory role or abolished.
Recommendation (15). The department
should comply with the capital outlay policies
and procedures specified in the Appropriations
Act. All construction and renovation projects
affecting office space, district offices, re~;iden
des, area headquarters and correctional facilities should come under the State's capital
outlay policies and procedures. Acquisition of
land for such purposes should be reviewed by
the Division of Engineering and Buildings of
the Department of General Services.

ORGANIZATIONAL
STRUCTURE AND
FUNCTION
The Department of Highways and Transportation is a large bureaucracy with 11,818
authorized positions, 85 separate organizational
units, and eight levels of management between
the commissioner and the crews which
perform highway maintenance.

Organizational Structure
The current organizational structure is
fundamentally sound and reflects, in large
measure, the sweeping revisions recommended
by the Stone Commission in 1962. In the
Stone Commission report, organization changes
were proposed to clearly differentiate the
authority and duties of the highway commission, commissioner, deputy commissioner and
district staff. The thrust of these recommendations was to delegate authority to the lowest
practical echelon of the organization while
maintaining necessary management controls.
Since
Stone Commission study, the
central
has undergone some organizational changes.
organization is
illustrated in
2.
problems are

structure:
An
organizational units are
highway COlnnllS~nO]1er
Planning and
to be more
budgeting process;
The pt:blic transportation division is not
functioning as the General Assembly
directed; and
to internal auditing are
Matters
to the highway
not reported
and Transcommissioner
portation Commission.
central
A proposed reorganization of
office is shown in Figure 3!
changes indicated by shading. The thrust of the reorganization is to better distribute workload among
DHT top managers, to strengthen oversight
and coordination of field operations! to
improve planning and budgeting, and to
firm several organizational principles first articuated by the Stone Commission.
Deputy Commissioner/Chief Engineer.
Under the present organization, the deputy
commissioner/chief
oversees the
ning, engineering! and field operations functions, while the commissioner directs the
administrative and financial units of the organization. The involvement of the commissioner
in day-to-day management was criticized by
the Stone Commission in 1962 because of the
resulting "inadequate opportunity to devote
effort to the executive responsibilities of his
position." The same concern is even greater
limited
today in light of strains caused
resources and the more
policy considerations required of present day transportation
development.
Separating the current deputy commissioner/chief engineer position into co-equal managers would have two benefits. First, it could
relieve the commissioner of the day-to-day
responsibilities incumbent in the current structure. Second, by grouping the planning,
programming, and fiscal control functions
under the deputy commissioner! increased
coordination over policy and budget development functions would be
Recommendation
The General Assem=
may wish to amend statute to establish a
commissioner
distinct from the

oversee
district
Public Transportation. In 1978, the General
Assembly directed that the public transportation division be created within DHT and
report to the commissioner. The division was
given broad responsibilities to perform needs
assessments, financial feasibility
and operating efficiency studies of individual
transit systems. The division also was charged
to administer State and federal grant programs.
The high-level reporting relationship prescribed
in statute was intended to prevent the special
needs of public transportation from being overshadowed by the traditional highway responsibilities of the department.
The public transportation division does not
presently play the role intended by
General Assembly. The division does not
conduct the kinds of efficiency studies or
needs assessments envisioned. The type of
informational material required to provide a
basis for policy formulation is not available
today. On a day-to-day basis the division is
directed to report to the director of planning!
rather than the commissioner as specified in
statute. The lack of clear policy focus is of
particular concern because operating losses
plague all of Virginia's transit systems and
recent federal policy changes would eliminate
the operating subsidies upon which many transit systems depend.
One
step to increasing the VISIbility of public transportation within DHT
would be the creation of a standing committee
of the Highway and Transportation Commission as recommended earlier. However, the
realities of the DHT organizational structure
suggest that the public transportation function
should be enhanced if the intent of the
General Assembly is to be met.

The General Assem=
Recommendation
should create a directorate for
This acnon, in
with
committee of the
a
commission and eXIJanldh:le the role of the
tr.ms:Dort~lthnl
consistent with
intended to

Figure 2
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Director of
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DUT

focus for
transat an appropriate
DHT.
Internal Audit. The internal audit function
is
housed in the management
services division which reports to the director
of administration. This organizational placement of internal audit is not consistent with
State
which calls for the function to
report
to top management, for examto
commissioner or
commissioner.
are all internal audit reports routmade available to the highway and
transpoJrtation commission.

DHT should establish
which
to the
All internal
financial and
be transmitted

to the Highway and T ..." .." ... n,..h,ti"... Commission
Audit Committee. The
should
actively
in
and
endorsing recommendations.
should
request the State internal auditor's office to
assist in
reviewing personnel qualific:atiiolliS.
Separating the internal
the management services
leave a core of important
unit. Three functions are
tant: value engineeringj
and applied engineering
neering refers to the PLlctice
independent review
identify cost
example, a DHT
options

in
substantial
district
and the

Two other
to streamline the
directorates.
construetion
adminand seconarrangement

would
necessary between the
the individual

as well as
and approand economic
The lowest levels of
the 241 area headstaffed with a
crew. Some of
rooms.

Figure 4

ALTERNATIVE DISTRICT DU'Ul'UJi'lKJl£,;:)
FOR
VIRGINIA

Counties that are included in the current Culpeper District are shaded.

the number of area headquarters and related
and area supervisor positions. The
elimination of each area headquarters will
reduce overhead costs by about $50,000 and
should prove to have little, if any, negative
effect on the responsiveness of maintenance
crews.

Roles and Relationships
A series of past studies has identified problems with uncertainty about the roles and
responsibilities of the various organizational
units of DHT. Specifically, there remains
ambiguity about the following:
The respective roles of the divisions in
the central office to the field units;
The role of preconstruction staff in the
central office and the districts;
responsibility of the resident engineeri and
division.
Field Control. DHT has decentralized
much of the operational authority to the

district and residency staff.
central
office control over the decentralized field
structure is not always consistent or clear in
its implications. For
central office
staff promulgate a wide
of
standards, guidelines and
on
ranging from preventive maintenance
ment to spending targets for individual work
activities. The implementation of central office
directives varies from one field office to another. In general, it appears that the
to central office standards,
lines generally depends on the
orientation of the field
This can
lead to a lack of accountability for
mance and an inability of the central office to
ensure compliance with management policiles.
Preconstruction Staff. A
with organizational communication
the preconstruction staff
of-way, traffic and
es. Each district is
the
work
area. This decentralization

staff
techtheir
are
for adminand direction. This dual
proceof ad
and
the key focal
communications is the
Resident engineers have
with local officials
and construction
and
areas. However,
interviewed
that
had
their responsihilifor resident engineer
and does little to clarify their
Most of the resident engineers expressed
reservations about the extent of their authority
or
that
simply pursued an
course of action until constrained
central office staff. In this way,
tended to
their jobs
to
their individual situations.
of individual
to
decentralized organization.
to
taken that the
guidelines and policies,
or
definition of roles and
not create frustration,
of manageorganizational efficiency.

a

DUT should re-exaRecommendation
the roles and
its
to
units.
of various
for resolving
Procedures need to be
office and district
between
in the area
for minimum and no-plan
in
and
have wen
in their
and

office
should be develclear un,deIFst.anl(lilllg

are
as to
In
standards
to imof<lVe peirformlance, enhance
or
create
should be mandatory with
spel(:iW~d nlrn",ptlnll"""~ for granthlg eJll:cepthms.
Recommendation
The use of staff
meetings to disseminate information should be
improved
them to occur prior to
public announcement of major department
actions. District staff meetings should provide
a
channel for
between
central
and residencies. District engineers should attend the
meetings of
the Highway and Transportation Commission.
In addition, department-wide leadership meetings should be held at least semi-annually.
Recommendation (27). Representation of
resident engineers and field staff from regions
outside the Richmond area on committees
should be increased.
Rail Division. The rail division was established administratively within DHT in 1979.
The major function of the division has been
to prepare a State rail plan which is necessary
for receipt of federal funds. Under an agreement with the Secretary of Transportation, the
division reports to the secretary on policy
matters and the director of planning for
administrative direction and guidance. A recent
review of the division by DHTs management
services division was critical of the unclear
direction and lack of defined purpose beyond
compliance with federal regulations. The DHT
report noted a number of functions the division could assume within existing resources.

Recommendation (28). DUT should work
with the Secretary of Transportation to clarify
the reporting relationship between the rail
division and the secretary. Incorporation of
additional functions should be considered to
increase the value of the division.

Staffing
DHT is steadily reducing its staff through
attrition and lay-offs. In August 1981 employment stood at 10/873. By FY 1984/ the department plans to employ 10,177 persons, or a
of another 694 staff from
current level.
large reduction in
a
determination of
staffing

report
identified $9.5
of

1981.)

A
way
state

Recommendation
for
be

their
on
The
division
should coordinate this
series of
for further staff reductions should he
dev'eh)'Ded for each position,

Recommendation
tant to retain
ment

items which were not
review of DHT's own
For
field staff
of four
at a
cost of
when one district
its
three
machines at
29 percent of
the utilization standard and a second district
had nine units
at an average of 44
of standard. Transfer or increased use
of underutilized
was
to
reduce FY 198
as many as 592
items of
DHT
in reducing equipment
purchases
as a result of
rates and
increased attention
improved
Maintenance. DHT's equipment
fleet appears to be
well maintained.
Two additional
could reduce
maintenance costs.
about one-half of the
residencies have a
of weekly shutdowns
Friday
for
afternoon. The
residencies have
monthly shutdowns.
of
maintenance costs and breakdowns found that
monthly shutdowns
effective but
less
schedules.
residencies

years
and
twice in eight years.
found to be hampered by
adjusted shortages by false 1y
recording missing
supplies as issued
to a vehicle or work activity.
f

appears to be
$5 million in
use of existassist the
stock levels and
inven-

on an
some

Recommendation (34a), DUT should establish desirable
levels for aU classes of
iJ"'''"'''''''~ I SI.lppUeS, These desired levels should be
in the automated inventory information system and used as a guide to purchasing agents and field stock clerks in determining when to requisition and purchase additional
stock. DUT should eliminate current overstockby delaying additional purchasing until
appropriate levels are reached.

Recommendation (34b). DUT should review
its
governing local purchases. Policies
on
limits and competitive pricing should
either be enforced or amended.

1980

•

Recommendation
should review local
invoices
a
sample basis
with
DRT policie~s,
cular
purchalsed frel~Ueltltly enough to
justify
The
should
be statisl:icilllly reliable
need not involve an
extensive commitment of time on the
of
central office staff.

Recommendation
The purclrna!,ing division should conduct audits of
When
are
a statistif'6>!I'l'Ill~l6> method of sellecting the items for
should be used. The
should be
weighted to account for the
value of
the class of stock to be audited.

Recommendation
The audit
format should be revised to include more
specific information on the size and dollar
value of errors. Greater attention should also
be given to
use of
proceThe
dures or failure to comply with
audit
should be
to district and
resident engineers in a more
fashion.
Recommendation
should consider
simplifying
corrections
removing
before a
correction is
review
should focus on the corrected in\rentor'v
and on audit reports.
Recommendation
The DRT
division should
a
program
for stockroom
Particular attention
should be
to
for
quarterly inventories and
the inventory. The
proper documentation should be stressed.
Recommendation
The pUlrchlasJing
sion should
that all
inventoried by the stock clerk
records maintained.
in controlled areas consistent
dures for other
and
stock
be
and
maintained on the amount
SalVal!ed materials.

Recommendation
Stockrooms
be considered areas of controlled access
the case under current
OUT
with
bin of
should be used to control
ment of
and
from district to
re§;idE~r.C:Y and area
Recommendation
The
sion should
information on
at self-service pumps.
should
locked in the absence
pel·solrnu:~1. All
tanks should be
with locks.
Surplus Land. DHT has made strides
idcntifying and developing an
surplus land holdings.
the
is not complete and a check of property
records in Richmond identified
2
statc-owned land which were not
department's inventory of residue
In
one of the 12 cases the land
to be
used as a commercial parking lot without
DHT knowledge.

Recommendation (35). The rH!ht-ot-wa.v
sion should complete its residue
and
a higher
on
large or valuable parcels. Random
of residue parcels should be conducted
district
staff to
use of OUT
State
near residue parcels should be notified
an
such
to
Contract Administration. The
report identified several weakncsses in procedures for monitoring contracts for
and conflict of interest. For
review
of
lists found 37
had failed to comply with the
disclose affiliations which may create conflicts.
engineering estimates used
DHT to
check the validity of bids were
had virtually no effect on
contract
Bids rejected
rebid were
in
one percent
recent
contracts

ing
tion
construction
contract
percent of
expended $750,000
construction
burseable.

reim-

Recommedation
DHT should
monitor
for construction
costs which are
ten
percent of the contract
Based on this
information, the
division should
reassess staffing for these projects in order to
minimize additional construction
costs.
Recommendation
Current dollar limits
for approval of work orders
the construction engineer and chief
should be
retained.

Inmate Labor
DHT employs correctional inmates to work
on highway maintenance. The program benefits the Department of Corrections which
received $2 million to support its programs.
DOC also contends that having a portion of
crews
the inmate population out on
helps maintain discipline.
DHT also benefits from the work
performed but contends that the costs are too
great to compensate for the work accomplished. The cost to DHT is estimated at $3.8
million when indirect costs are considered.
This amount would allow DHT to employ as
many as 565 full-time employees at the minimum wage. In addition, there are special problems with the inmate labor program. For
example, if one inmate becomes ill, the entire
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inmate labor crews
costs. For
one truck driver
the DHT foreman
reduce DHT costs
without any additional cost to cOJrre!ctlionls.
Recommendation
may wish to consider
inmates on the
than the
maintenance
!ion fund.
Recommendation
mittee on Economic Pr'oduc'tivity
and on the
Re'le~lse
should examine the
Section o).1".l.Vl'• .I., Code
reimbursement
Corrections
and

T ......'"..." ..t'>t.'U1

Recommendation
Better
should be
to DHT
supervise or accompany inmates.
version of the
course Dr~l)vj.ded
to new guards
be considered
DHT employees.

The previous chapter identified a number
of key improvements in DHT planning,
programming, and budgeting which are necessary to provide the General Assembly with
information to use in budget deliberations.
The proposed changes are necessary to make
DHT more accountable for the expenditure of
appropriated funds. A recap of these improvements include:
1. Preparation of an annual maintenance
program which incorporates the use of a pavement management system, improved bridge
rating system, and routine maintenance standards which accurately reflect departmental
budget targets. The program should identify at
least two levels of funding. One would represent a minimum level necessary for protection
of the highway investment and 'provision of
reasonable levels of safety and comfort. Other
funding options would identify higher desirable levels of service. The program should
receive Highway and Transportation Commission endorsement. A draft program should be
prepared by January 1983 and an approved
program by the 1984-86 budget development
cycle.
2. Preparation by January 1982 of a fourto six-year highway construction program for
Virginia which presents proposals for construction spending based on an analytic framework
of need which includes, but is not limited to,
factors such as federal aid availability, traffic
volume and congestion, structural condition,
safety and local government priorities. The
program should have Highway and Transportation Commission endorsement.
3. Adoption of a strategy to address the
current imbalance between statutory allocations
and actual expenditures among highway
systems.
4. Adoption of procedures to ensure
compliance with the provisions of the Appropriation Act and capital outlay provisions of
statute.
S. Establishment of a directorate
transportation within DHT and
a comprehensive report on
tion needs based on evaluations of transit

the public
system efficiency and operations
transportation engineer as required by statute.
6. Organizational consolidation of the planning, programming, public transportation and
financial affairs
a deputy
commissioner
can
adequate coordination to the development of comprehensive
and realistic budget options.
7. Continued attention to such cost reduction techniques as value engineering, methods
improvement, engineering research, and systematic control of functions such as personnel,
purchasing, inventory, information systems
development, and establishment of performance
standards for field operations.
The following examination of highway and
transportation funding needs should be viewed
within a framework of these recommended
changes. The resulting improvements in future
needs assessment should do much to clarify
the range of funding options open to the
General Assembly.

HIGHWAY AND
TRANSPORTATION
FUNDING NEEDS
This section projects funding requirements
for highway and transportation programs for
the 1982-84 biennium. DHT's budget requests
for 1982-84 and a proposed critical improvement program are described. A separate needs
analysis conducted by JLARC staff used available information about road conditions, traffic
patterns, federal aid policies, and public transportation operations in Virginia to project alternative spending options for the biennium.
Finally, four funding options are compared
with two different projections of revenue available from the existing tax structure.
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Figure 6

PROJECTED MAINTENANCE SPENDING
(dollars in millions)
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1983

1984

million in new spending for increased pavement repair, sidewalk repair, and bridge
replacement. Beyond this increase the budget
projection is essentially flat, after eliminating
inflationary effects.
The validity of the proposed budget rests
heavily on the accuracy of past judgements of
the need for maintenance replacement work.
Until the pavement management system and
bridge condition rating system are developed,
there are no systematic means to test the
validity of these previous judgements. Development of these monitoring systems is essential
to legislative review of the maintenance budget. Refinements in routine maintenance standards to accommodate proposed service priorities will also improve future budget reviews.
DHT projects spending $548 million over
the 1982-84 biennium for maintenance. This
amount is used as a budget base, pending
review of results of the recommended monitoring system.
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1985

1986

1987

1988

Construction Funding
Identification of construction need is based
on the assumption that total construction
needs greatly exceed available revenues. Therefore, it becomes essential that projects be given
priorities based on some objective criteria. The
JLARe study used six criteria to evaluate over
1,000 possible construction projects. These
were:
1. Timing of the Funding Need. The long
lead time which characterizes development of project plans means that many
identified projects are outside the sixyear planning period of the 1982-84
budget. Regardless of relative merit,
these projects were not considered to be
current funding needs.
2. Federal Aid Availability. Federal aid will
reimburse the State for between 75 and
90 percent of construction costs of eligible projects. Federal funds apportioned

6.

projects are
full apportionment. In
interstate funds, full use
is required by law.
3. Structu.ral
Many of Virginia's
rural roads, both primary and secondary,
are experiencing structural deterioration,
such as severe cracking or shoulder
separation from the pavement. In many
cases the structural damage is
result
of road geometries
are inadequate
for present traffic. Where deterioration
is present, reconstruction becomes essential to avoid further damage.
4. Traffic
Some
proposed
for widening or other reconstruction
work are carrying vehicle concentrations
beyond their design standards. These
roads have also been found to contain
most of the safety hazards attributable
to road condition.
5.
Construction projects in
urban areas are required to receive local
government endorsement prior to
construction. These priorities help
define whether a project is viable for
construction in the immediate future.

or
attention.
Based on these criteria, high priority
construction funding needs were identified.
The results are shown in Table 3. This spending level would accomplish several objectives.
First, it would ensure sufficient funds are
available to match the expected $1.5 billion in
federal aid that is to be available over the
next six years. Second, it would provide for
reconstruction of rural roads which are now
structurally deteriorating. Third, it would
provide funds to complete or advance to
construction each of the 82 urban projects
now awaiting funds. Finally, it would continue
State reconstruction work on low volume local
roads.
The analysis also addressed the impact of
cost inflation on funding these high priority
projects. Although federal aid would provide
79 percent of the total funding requirement of
the construction program as expressed in 1980
dollars, federal policy has not previously made
provision for inflation. Therefore, full funding
of the six-year program will require additional
State funds to compensate for inflation.
Table 4 shows the six-year funding
requirements for the high priority construction

Table 3

CONSTRUCTION FUNDING NEEDS
(Candidates for Funding for FY 1983 - FY 1988)
Reason
e Continue interstate work
.. Structurally deficient roadway
(Primary and Secondary Systems)
II>

Structurally deficient bridges
(all systems)

Value of Projects
(1980 dollars)
$1,197 million
173 million
149 million

.. Locally-endorsed urban area projects
ready for construction (Primary and
Urban Systems)

289 million

Local road work at fifty-five percent
of prior
levels
(Secondary System)
Total

139 million

III

Source:

Federal
State

$1,947 million
$1,533 million
$ 414 million
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Table 4

Other State

Fiscal

$ 43
41

$ 50

41

88
103

1983

$ 241

1984

252

1985
1986
1987
1988

254
262
262

42
42

Total

$1,533

$251

$ 334
367

118

383
407
422
440
$2.353

Source
Federal: $1,533 million
State:
$ 820 million

Flir1l'iirln

program, assuming an eight percent inflation
rate.
practical purposes it was assumed that
State would not attempt to compensate for
intlation in funding interstate construction
because
the high cost of such a policy.
(Using State funds to compensate for inflation
in interstate construction would require $205
in State funds over six years and raise
matching ratio from 10
to 30 percent of construction cost.)
on the primary, urban and
systems were adjusted to provide an
mix
State and federal funds to
cornplete construction by the end of FY 1988.
approach, construction funding
for the 1982-84 biennium would
million, including $208 million in
$493 million in federal aid.
H'lU!U'U

Pnt,UI'

Transportation Funding

DHT request for 1982-84 includes
$31.5 million in State and federal funds for
transit assistance. This is approximately $6.7
in State funds than are provided
current biennium. According to
is primarily the result of the
of a letter of agreement dating from
annually to
provided $3.5
commuter

extent of State support for
transportation is a policy matter
be considered by a joint legislative
as suggested
For
purposes
this report, options have been included which
project requested funding, as well as provide
sufficient State funds to allow the General
Assembly to continue financial assistance to
mass transit at 1980-82 budget levels.
"maintenance of effort" option would increase
State funding requirements from $12.3 million
to $16 million annually and would not affect
availability of federal funds
are
administered by
public transportation division.

Other funding requirements for
1982-84
include DHT administrative
costs, precanstructian costs for future construction, highway and transportation planning and
research, transfer of funds for urban maintenance assistance payments, and motor fuel tax
for Henrico and
County, as required by statute. In addition,
include support
agencies, including
Division of Motor

Needs

urban, and secondary
aspect of Option II is
can
be targeted at the urban and secondary
systems because the budget is less constrained
by the need to use all funds to match federal
categorical programs. In fact, virtually all of
the $94 million increase in Option II construction spending over that shown for Option I is
for the urban and secondary systems. In
perspective, however, even the Option II
construction program would provide only 59
percent of the purchasing power of 1978-80
construction spending.
Option III. A supplemented high priority
program assumes the same basic construction
notions as Option II, but with the addition of
$58 million which would provide sufficient
revenues above high priority projects to satisfy
the statutory allocation of funds among highway systems.
Option IV. A "critical improvements"
program was developed by DHT. The program
is in draft form and is under review by the
Highway and Transportation Commission. It is
said to include all of the critical highway
needs in the State. The program does not
assume that any further priorities among the
critical project needs are to be determined.
These options are described in Table 5.

Establishing funding needs for the 1982-84
biennium depends primarily on the level of
highway construction to be authorized by the
General Assembly. A review of statute and
legislative history suggests that" a minimum
appropriation of State funds sufficient to match
federal aid within the statutory allocation
formulas would be consistent with legislative
intent. This funding level is shown in the
following paragraphs as Option I.
Option n is based on an assumption that
the General Assembly wishes to fund the
high priority construction needs described in
Tables 3 and 4. Because Option II would not
precisely match the amount needed to satisfy
the allocation requirements of Sections 33.1-23.1 and 33.1-23.1: 1 Code of Virginia a third
budget option that would add an amount to
satisfy allocation formulas is shown as Option
Ill. Finally, Option IV has been prepared on
the basis of a recently developed "critical
improvement program" which has been circulated in draft form by DHT.
Option I. A minimum program would
require $1,590 million for 1982-84, including
$607 million for construction. This option
would allow DHT to match all federal aid
apportionments and satisfy statutory allocation
formulas.
Option II. A high priority program would
require $1,684 million to be appropriated
during the biennium, including $701 million
for construction. These funds would match all
available federal aid and provide a reasonably
balanced construction program for the primary,

REVENUE FORECASTS
A special study was made of 1982-84
revenue projections which have been endorsed
by DHT, DMV, see and the Secretary of
Transportation. Based on that study, staff from
fLARe and the Virginia Highway and TransTable 5

PROGRAM CONTENT OF SPENDING OPTIONS
(1982-84 biennium, dollars in millions)
Purpose
Maintenance
Public Transit
Administration
Transfers
Preconstruction
Construction
Total

Option I
$ 548
32
108
270
25
607
$1,590

Option II
$ 548
32
108
270
25
701

Option III
$ 548
32
108
270
25
759

Option IV
$ 548
40
108
270
45
945

$1,684

$1,742

$1,956

Note: Public transit funding does not include federal aid for localities which is passed
the public transportation division.

1986. This fact will cancel out the effects of
increased travel and result in steadily declining
motor fuel tax revenues for Virginia.
Alternative Forecasts. The methodology
used in the alternative forecast for 1982-84 is
described in a separate JLARe report. The
alternative forecast for the major revenue
sources and total State projections is shown in
Table 6. The table shows that the alternative
forecast would produce $44 million (4 percent)
less in revenues than the official estimates.
Although revenue forecasting is always
subject to error/ the magnitude of the difference between the two estimates is cause for
concern. DHT experienced a $22 million
shortfall between revenue estimates and actual
collections in FY 198]/ and Table 6 suggests
that similar shortfalls will be encountered in
FY 1983 and FY ]984.

Re:,eaJrch Council prepared
appear to be more consistent
with available projections of motor fuel
consumption.
The official revenue estimates for the
1982-84 biennium project total receipts from
all State sources of $1,090 million. Revenues
are dominated by three sources: the motor fuel
tax ($628 million or 58 percent)/ the sales and
use tax ($181 million or 17 percent)/ and vehicle registration fees ($154 million or 14
percent).
DHT Forecast Concern. Over the last five
years the official forecasts have varied from
actual collections by significant amounts (Figure 7). More importantly/ the 1982-84 forecasts
include revenue projections for the motor fuel
tax which appear/ at this time/ to be overly
optimistic. Specifically/ the official forecasts
appear to take into account an expected
increase in travel/ which is projected to
rebound from a 1982 low point at the rate of
about 2.5 percent annually. However/ at the
same time/ the Federal Highway Administration and the U.S. Department of Energy
project significant increases in the fuel efficiency of the typical automobile. As a result/
motor fuel tax revenues paid per mile of
travel are projected to decline steadily through

Comparison
Revenues

of

Funding

Figure 7

(amounts over and under projections)
(FY 1977 - FY 1981, dollars in millions)
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Comparing the funding options presented
earlier with the revenue forecasts provides an
evaluation of the current tax structures ability
to provide revenues adequate for each spending
option. Table 7 summarizes the comparison for
1982-84 and projects the comparison for the

OFFICIAL REVENUE ESTIMATE
ACCURACY

20%

Needs

Table 6

REVENUE
InCIII!'!I'!';

Official State
Estimates
$ 627
181
155

Motor Fuel Tax
Sales and Use Tax
Vehicle RAlll<:i'r::.tion
Other
Total

1984-86 biennium using
estimates
revenues

the

best available
in the mid-de-

Revenue Shortfalls, Table 7 shows that it
with statutory
will not be possible to
allocation formulas and match federal aid
apportionments using projected revenues. Funds
between $7
are likely to fall short of need
million and
1 million for the
with the shortfall
in the second
year. For the other three options, the magnitude of the shortfall
increases. For
example,
Option II
projects will call for an additional $10 1-145
million over the biennium,
the
Option IV critical
program for
1982-84 will
an additional $373 million
based on the official revenue estimates for
1982-84, and as much as
7 million based
on the lower JLARe estimates.
7 also 1111',111Jli',11l"
tion coupled with
revenue growth on
construction program for
1984-86 bienniminimum program
urn. Shortfalls for even
exceed $200 million.
in
projects would require $347
tional funds, and the
improvement
above
program would
projected revenues.
of the Revenue
Even for
the minimum construction program
with no additional funds and no change in
existing statutory allocation
1
would be unable to match between
million and $207 million in available federal
on the
aid over the 1982-84
revenue
order to prevent

Alternative
$ 573
186
160

$1,046

$1,090

of

Source:

in millions)

and

Budget,

Difference
-$54

+5
+5
-$44

JLARC.

this loss in federal aid funds for construction,
DHT would have to impose cuts in maintenance and departmental administration of
between one percent ($7 million) and eight
percent ($51 million).
resulting $607 million minimum
construction program would provide 49 percent
of the purchasing power of the 1978-80
program and would concentrate
great
majority of construction spending on the
interstate system, federal-aid primary routes
and bridge replacement. Spending priorities
would be heavily influenced by the need to
use available funds wherever necessary to
match categorical aid programs. For example,
one likely distribution of funds would give
interstate spending approximately $374 million
(62 percent) of the total budget. Federal-aid
primary routes would receive $88 million (15
percent) and
bridge replacement program
would have $81 million (13 percent). Total
spending other than for bridge replacement on
the urban and secondary systems combined
would be approximately $64 million (11
percent).
It is also clear that DHT could not
embark on any sort of construction program
beyond the minimum level. The revenue
shortfalls shown in Table 7 are beyond what
could be obtained from across-the-board cuts in
maintenance or administration.
In summary, the analysis of revenues and
requirements shows that there are
two primary options open to the General
Assembly
the 1982-84
could
ing for
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Table 7
in

rnililinn~\

Revenue
(Minimum

1983
1984
1982-84

Construction
$290
317
$607

$ 757
833
$1,590

$ 760
779
$1,539

$3
(54)
$ (51)

$ 781
802
$1,583

$ (7)

1984-86

$654

$1,859

$1,648

$(211 )

$1,657

$(202)

$ 781

$ (20)

802
$1,583

$(101)

$1,657

$(338)

$ 78
802
$1,583

$ (481

$ 24

illl

Option II (JLARC High Priority Budget)

1983
1984
1982-84

$334
367
$701

$ 801
883
$1,684

$1

1)
(104)
$(145)

1984-86

$790

$1,995

$1,648

$(347)

Budget Option III

$

$ 760

Uil)

(JLARC High Priority Projects Supplemented Budget)

1983
1984
1982-84

$362
397
$759

$ 829
913
$1,742

$1,539

$ (69)
(134)
$(203)

1984-86

$858

$2,063

$1,648

$(415)

$1,657

$(406)

$ 781

$ 760

ilWl
$(159)

Budget Option IV (DHT Critical Improvements Budget)

1983
1984
1982-84

$468
477
$945

$944
1,012
$1,956

$760
779
$1,539

$(184)
(233)
$(417)

$1,583

$(163)
(210)
$(373)

1984-86

$940

$2,197

$1

$(549)

$1,657

$(540)

order to fund a construction program which
matches available federal aid and complies
with statutory allocations. These cuts would be
relatively minor-approximately one percent-if
revenue estimates are accurate. On the
other hand, the cuts would need to be more
to eight percent-if the shortfall
estimates. In either case the
construction program would be domicategories
hrrlite~d funding oPl)orturlitil~S
VUl\-lal

\-JUHBl}',

tional funds, in terms of new revenue, would
be required for 1984-86.
Should the General Assembly seek to fund
a construction program which addresses
broader construction needs, particularly for the
urban and secondary systems} additional new
revenue will be
during 1982-84.
the second
open to
legisto
tax structure

One
SJR 50

Responsibility
study found

of Virginia's highway user taxes
vehicle classes. Long-established
policy
calls for highway users to pay for the highto
cost of
system
providing
for
use.
relative costs
empirical study of
revenue contributions of highway users in
Virginia was conducted for 1980 j the results
were used as the basis for projecting tax
equity in the 1982-84 biennium and through
the mlCl-aecaO.e.
The review also
component of
highway
transportation revenues which
are considered to be fees-for-service, apart from
contributions for highway construction and
maintenance. These fees include payments for
operator permits
motor vehicle title registration. The degree to which these programs
recover their administrative cost is a second
major equity concern.
Finally, Virginia's truck weight regulation
program was evaluated. Truck weight enforcement is an important equity issue because
operating at excessive weights can cause road
damage costs far in excess of the revenues
received from an individual highway user.

be

of costs
percent. In

State and
highway users
paid by users
Specificall y, passenger cars
were
and pickup)
ing their cost

while
paying by

While
taxing
found to
ity by proportions
change in the tax
trucks underpaid
38 percent while
trucks underpaid'
The key con,sldl~ration
vehicles is that
require
bridges to
pIe, although
than four percent
Virginia, these
responsible for
construction
construction costs
maintenance costs.

of the 1980 anal ysis are
presented in a separate report Vehicle Cost
Table 8

s

Percent of Costs for
which

Class I
Autos,

Class II
Two axle,
Six Tire Trucks

70.9%

8.5%

Percent of Revenue
Contributed

payment

Class III
Three axle

Class IV

6.1%

$ 9.

million

$14.3 million

$

a

$ 17

to

Recommendation
The General Assemaddress the
trucks
to
In'l11,vi",:inr1i~ of
or other
Section
used to increase
unit trucks other than
trucks, commensurate with
their ,re5.ponsilbHity for
construction
and maintenance costs.
for the amount
and method of
the current hu~qlllity
are
in a later section of this report.

Costs
Some highway and transportation revenues
highway
are used for purposes
construction and maintenance, transit assistance
or
costs. For example, in

agencies. Over 96
be used for the operations
Division of Motor
Corporation Commission.
see which
Several programs of DMV
are supported by highway and transportation
revenues provide services to individuals. For
example, DMV administers programs for vehicle title registration, operator permits, and
vehicle
licensing. DMV also spends $2.6
million annually copying and certifying
records. Fees are charged for each of these
services. However, most of the fees have not
been increased for a number of years. A cost
analysis of DMV operations found
overall, fees charged by DMV fell short of
recovering administrative costs by $4.1 million.
In order to make these programs self-supporting, fees would need to be increased (Table 9).
A similar situation exists with regard to
SCC administration of the road tax on heavy
trucks. There is an annual charge imposed
under statute to defray the cost of permits
issued to vehicles subject to the road tax. The
Table 9

DMV FEE ADJUSTMENTS NECESSARY
MAKE SERVICES
FY 1981
Date of Last
Adjustment

1974
1974
1974
prior to 1950
1965
1980
1973
1975

1976
1977
1977
1977
Source:

JLARC

of

DMV

Vehicle

and Driver Services Data.

statute appears to
to
amount
to
issuance.
since the
is primarily issued to
road tax collection, it
would be logical to include all administrative
costs under the recovery provisions of the
statute. Currently, $1.4 million in SCC
istrative costs are not recovered from
permit fees. Increasing permit fees from four
to six dollars annually would make road tax
collections self-supporting.
A third area where revenues fail to
compensate for administrative costs is vehicle
registration and licensing under § 46.1-149 and
46.1-154, Code of Virginia. Although vehicle
licenses are viewed primarily as a user charge,
the cost of issuing and recording vehicle
licenses is over $16 million annually. In other
words, 18 percent of vehicle license fee collections is not available for highway purposes.
Vehicle licensing rates for most vehicles,
including automobiles, have not been increased
since 1964. During the past 12 years, DMV's
administrative costs have increased an average
of 12 percent annually. As a result, a much
larger proportion of the charge for a vehicle
license is being used to offset program administration, and a correspondingly smaller proportion is available to contribute to highway
construction and maintenance costs.
Increasing the vehicle license charge for
vehicles registered in Virginia by $3.60 annually would free $16 million for use in highway construction and maintenance programs
(Table 10). For example, passenger car fees
would increase from $15 to $18.60, while the
administrative portion of the graduated truck
registration scale would increase from $5 to
$8.60.

Recommendation (40). The General Assembly may wish to amend Sections 46.1-149 and
46.1-154, Code of Virginia to increase licensing
and registration fees to fully recover costs.
DMV should periodically review vehicle registration and licensing costs and make recommendations for adjustments to the General
Assembly.
Recommendation
The General Assemmay wish to amend the
sections of the Code of
to
fees
DMV for title rp,,,,i~tr~ltilU'i_ oper,~t€llr
dealer
copy and

Vehicle Type

$

$

Motorcycle

Passenger car, motor
home, trailer, taxicab,
church bus, pickup
and panel trucks
under 6,500 Ibs.
$1
Public/private

$

Common carrier of
passengers'

$

Other passenger
carriers

$ 5/$

Trucks and farm
vehicles
6,500 Ibs-1
Ibs
10,000 Ibs-76,000

10

°

$ 5

'These are base rates which are
with a separate variable
per
pounds of registered vehicle

services, driver
permits and miscellaneous
fuUy recover administrative costs.
conduct biennial cost audits to
adequacy of revenues
offset
costs and make recommendations
ments to the General
re(!Uilred for 1981 are illustrated in
Recommendation
The General
bly may wish to .amend Sections
56-304.4, Code of
to extend
revenues received
these
defray the cost of collection
and
for fees
the cost of
road tax collection
may wish to consider

Weight Regulation

Recommendation (44). The General Assembly may wish to inform courts about the provisions and intent of the liquidated damage
statute and/or clearly separate fines which
courts may suspend and penalties which courts
may not suspend.

Virginia has regulated truck weight for
almost one-half a century. In FY 1980} 7}518,
907 trucks were weighed and 20}693 citations
were written. However} several problems with
the weight regulation program result in
inequities. These include low liquidated
damage rates, traditional weight tolerances}
bypassing of scales and weak enforcement
practices} and the granting of overweight
permits.
Liquidated Damages. Liquidated damages
are charged to recover the cost of road damage
resulting from overweight operation. Table II
shows the liquidated damage rates in force in
Virginia compared to those in neighboring
states. Virginia's rates have been in effect
since 1956, while the cost of road maintenance
has increased steadily-250 percent in the last
decade alone. Increasing Virginia rates to the
amounts shown would generate $3.3 million
annually to help offset the increased maintenance costs.
A second concern with liquidated damages
is the enforcement consistency of the courts.
DHT contends that some courts are reducing
or suspending liquidated damage assessments
for first offenses in excess of 2}500 pounds
overweight, which is inconsistent with the
language in §46.1-342} Code of Virginia. A
1978 Attorney General opinion supports the
DHT interpretation of statute. A review of
I}858 violations issued in the month of October 1980 found that, using conservative estimating techniques, as much as $1 million
annually in mandatory liquidated damages are
not, in fact, assessed by the courts.

Statutory Tolerances. Under current policy}
enforcement officers grant "administrative variances/' or tolerances} for trucks operating
above the legal weight limits. A five percent
tolerance has been commonly used since 1932.
Weigh station personnel confirm that truck
operators routinely "load to the tolerance" and
that} for all practical purposes} the effective
weight limits are five percent above those
established in law. However, the five percent
tolerance is not based in statute and} in the
opinion of the Attorney General, the exercise
of discretion in the enforcement of the weight
limit laws should be based on case-by-case
considerations, such as scale inaccuracy or the
accumulation of ice or snow.
The use of blanket enforcement tolerances
in this manner has two effects. First, because
the tolerance is applied to the single and
tandem axle-weight limits} Virginia's effective
axle-weight limits exceed the federal maximums of 20,000 and 34,000 pounds} respectively (Table 12). Trucks can therefore legally
operate on Virginia primary and secondary
highways with axle weights greater than those
allowed on the interstate system, despite the
fact that the interstate is designed to greater
strength than primary and secondary roads.
Axle-weight} not gross weight} is the important
consideration in weight-related pavement
damage. Therefore, Virginia is running a
greater risk of avoidable pavement damage
than is considered acceptable for the interstate
system.
The second problem is the fact that trucks
registered in Virginia pay a graduated registration fee only up to the statutory maximum of

Recommendation (43). The General Assembly may wish to consider increasing liquidated
damages imposed under §46.1-342, Code of
Virginia, to levels
neighboring states.

more

comparable

with

Table 11

LIQUIDATED DAMAGE ASSESSMENT RATES IN SELECTED STATES
Liquidated Damage Rates (cents/pound)
Over Weight

Virginia

2,000 Ibs.
2,000 - 5,000 Ibs.
Over 5,000 Ibs.

2 cents
2 cents
5 cents

°
32

Maryland
5 cents
5 cents
12 cents

N. Carolina
2 cents

Adjusted
Virginia Rates

4 cents

4 cents
4 cents

10 cents

10 cents

Tri-Axle
Tandem Axle
Axle
Federal Certification

is approximately
assumes that
16 }600
in the
move up to the

Recommendation
The General Assem~
should consider
the gross vehiweight limit for five-axle vehicles to
pOllmdls, with extension of the
of the ar'.1U'1I111Ilted re:e:istr2ltiCl.n fee scale in Section 'lI'll'•• J.-Jliil'll
the
maximum. Axle
limits now
established under Section
should
not be eh.an~:ed,
The General
amend the statute to elimtnaite
anees
or
spE~eified conditions.
Bypassing and Enforcement. Trucks operat-

or otherwise
can
bypass 12 of Virginia's 14 permanent
stations. Bypassing is generally
to be a problem
both DHT personnel operating weigh stations and State police. In one
five-hour period}
staff observed at least
15 and possibly as many as 64 trucks
the Sandston scale on 1-64.
In
to
increased

DHT
that violations
10,000 to 20,000
not uncommon. Overloading a
20,000 pounds generates 187 percent more
pavement stress than a 5,000 pound overload
and therefore greatly increases the likelihood
of pavement damage.
flat $250 penalty
would appear to be too low to
sate the Commonwealth for damage
great! y overloaded coal trucks.
A second concern raised by DHT is the
tendency of the courts in several southwestern
Virginia counties to suspend penalties for overweight operation. For example, in two counties
with substantial
truck operation, 67
percent of the permit violation penalties and
66 percent of all other weight violations
assessed against coal trucks have been
suspended over the last 15 months.

and
may cause increased maintenance costs. Grantto
category of vehicles in a
also results in an internal
when equity relationships are
requirements is
DHT and the
two problems
the
its effectiveness with
trucks
to 35 miles with a
60,000 pounds and
for a single
a tandem axle.
tri-axle may carry up to 50,000
rear combination of axles.
limitations are far above
and
each vehicle to
would
the permit and
$250, regardless
this provia graduDHT personit actually encourages over-

Recommendation (49). The General Assembly may wish to review the rate assessed for

violation of coal haul permits to determine
whether the levy adequately reflects an assesso
ment of liquidated damages.

Alternatives
The previous section showed that cuts in
maintenance and departmental administration,
in combination with adjustments to various fee
schedules and truck weight enforcement pracTable 13

PERMITS ISSUED

Containerized Cargo
- 3 axle
- 4 axle
Concrete Mixer
Purchase - 3 axle
- 4 axle
Refuse Collection

Maximum
Axle
Weight

Maximum
Tandem
Weight

Maximum
Gross
Weight

20,000
24,000
24,000
20,000
20,000
20,000
20,000
Variable

34,000
45,000
50,000
40,000
36,000
36,000
36,000
Variable

78,000
60,000
70,000
60,000
50,000
76,000
56,000
Variable

Maintenance Division Annual Report, FY 198 .

Permits
Issued
2,340
1,815
626
28
None
None

match

or
in
to
1982-84) a
section
existing
also improving or mainof current tax policies.
Four Options. The four levels of construction programs described in Table 7 are used to
illustrate the range of
and
tax options. The tax options
include
to fee-far-service programs
and
described previas well as
reducfor
maintenance and administration of $16 million
over
982-84 biennium. This reduction is
identified in the
administration

is described
38-45. These
revenue

Estimated Annual
Revenue Generated
Increase vehicle license fees
Increase DMV service fees
Increase see road tax
administration fees
Increase
rates

Total

$16,000,000
4,100,000

$ 0 million
through better management
of field maintenance
Reductions in
equipment

2 million

of

2 million

Elimination of
preventive maintenance
shut-downs
Restructuring inmate work
crews
Total

$16 million

a series
actions
the needed revenuej
an analysis
vehicle class.
The tables illustrate
nations of tax
needed revenue
combinations are
subjected to an
equity impacts,
Implications of the

to

Tables 16 through 19 show that the
Assembly can fund
construction programs
to
existing fees, in
one of four
options for
the motor fuel tax. The
motor fuel tax remains the most
means of
amounts of new revenue. The
fuel tax has the combined
advantage
use-related and
to
both
residents and out-of-state
travellers. The other
revenue source,
the vehicle sales and use tax,
only to
residents and
measure of relative use of
system.

To maintain
tion fees

revenue

Flat Fee
$
75

carrier.
help eliminate the
II
eX;.lmple, a truck now
Class III trucks.
pays either
I
registered
on
or $4.15 per
whether it is a
or for-hire
respectively. An
registration of
.0:1
per 1000
would generate an additional
$591,000 annually from trucks in this weight
group. The cululative effect for all weight
classes, based on
as shown in
Table 20,
million
needed to improve the
relationships of
two-axle and three-axle, single unit trucks. An
analysis of several proposals
arc based
on a unified registration schedule and increased
fees appear in
report "Highway
Financing in Virginia."
In considering changes in the current II
cents-per-gallon tax on motor fuel, the General
Assembly may wish to consider alternative
means of applying
tax.
alternatives,
as well as a cents-per-gallon increase, are
shown in
16 through 19.
The
tax
has the
of
in
terms of
the amount of revenue to
be generated.
models are
of
projecting motor fuel
with
accuracy, even
in
travel patterns
The
the
General
control over

tax

$
$
$
$
$

5.15
5.40
5.65
5.90

$ 6. 5

$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$

1 1
21,001 -

1 1 -

1
1
1
1
1
45,001
1
1

Plus

-

29,000
40,000
50,000
80,000
administrative

6.75
7.05
7.20
7.50
7.70

8.30
8.60
8.90
9.20
$ 9.50
$ 9.80
$ 9.90
$10.30
$10.50
$11.00
for

each
exempts motor
from the retail sales tax,
with the
of the Northern
tax
metro
states
a sales tax on motor fuel in
fixed
base. The
percentage of sales
has the
more sensitive
cost inflathe

Tax.
enacted a 3.5 percent
"oil franchise"
on oil
commonwealth. The oil franchise tax
in
at the "first
to revenues
is
for
and
sale" of
user. Provision is made
distribution to a
transactions between subsifor
applied, the oil
diary entities. As
franchise tax is p,y";",, I,>,..,> for revenue generatax on
tion purposes to an indirect
of motor fuel added on to
the wholesale
a fixed ce][lts-nC'f-2':l Ilion
tax
cost of doing

have

Six states
tax for their total

a
of
would make revenue
tion and
for
and transporration programs difficult and unreliable.

range of construction
minimum
"critical
combination
vehicle
tive

to maintain
additional revenue.
can also
er, for all
1982-84,
in
tional revenues are

In view of the
Recommendation
the General
should
revenue
amend the 1982-84
Act to
and
bit the Department
tation from
in excess of amounts
under the most severe
then
with the
authorization of the Governor. All such added
actions should be submitted to the
deficit authorization
action at the first sUCClee(!ine session.

Table 16a

FINANCING ALTERNATIVES FOR OPTION I
MINIMUM CONSTRUCTION BUDGET
New Funds

Required:

NONE

(FY

1983),

$51

LEGISLATIVE ACTIONS
1. Reduce DHT request for maintenance and
administration by $8 million annually, to provide
an incentive for productivity improvements.
2. Effective July 1, 1983, increase DMV and
see fees-for-service, to cover service costs.
3. Also effective July 1, 1983, increase vehicle
licensing fees to cover collection costs.
4. Also effective July 1, 1983, increase the
maximum gross registered weight to 80,000
pounds.
5. Also effective July 1, 1982, increase liquidated
damage charges to 4 cents and 10 cents per
pound overwe.ight.
6. Also effective July 1, 1983, increase weightgraduated truck registration fees to meet equity
requirements.
7. Also effective July 1, 1984, increase the road
tax surcharge from 2 to 3 cents per gallon.

million (FY 1984), $211 mjllion (1984-86)
New Revenues (millions)
FY 1983
FY 1984
1984-86

$ 8.0

3.3

$ 8.0

$

5.5

11.0

16.0

32.0

2.0

4.0

3.3

6.6

10.4

20.8
8.5

(and increase motor fuel taxes by:)

8. Scheduling a 2.6 cents per gallon increase on
motor fuel taxes on July 1, 1984.

129.8

(or)

Keeping an 11 cents per gallon base and adding
a 1.25% retail sales tax to motor fuel on July 1,
1984.

140.0

(or)

Keeping an 11 cents per gallon base and adding
a 1.3% "oil franchise" tax to the average wholesale price of motor fuel on July 1, 1984.

128.1

(or)

Eliminating the 11 cents per gallon base and
converting to a 6.9% tax on the average wholesale price of motor fuel on July 1, 1984.

131.1

Total Revenue Range (depending on
motor fuel tax option selected)

$211.0
To
$222.9

"Would be
to program requirements and
could be used in FY 1984.

38

$11.3"

$45.2

a minimum construction program which matches all available federal funds within the
of statutory allocation formulas. This program would have 49 percent of the
power of 1978-80 construction
An additional $51 million in State revenues
would be needed in 1982-84 and $211 million in 1984-86 to fund Option I.

16a

Table 16a outlines
set of possible actions which
would fund
consistent with the findings of
the cost
Efficiency savings
and revenues from increased liquidated damage rates
would be available in FY 1983. Additional fee-forservice adjustments would take effect in FY 1984.
An increase in the State's motor fuel tax could be
postponed until July 1, 1984.
Table 16b shows the additional revenue needs to be produced through user charges from each vehicle class to
be consistent with the findings of the cost responsibility study. The analysis for Option I differs from
the following tables in that the existing overpayment
for Class I vehicles cannot be totally eliminated without exceeding program funding requirements. The net
effect is an unavoidable $5.5 million surplus which would
be available for current spending or retention.

Table 16c shows the overpayment and underpayment as a
percent of cost responsibility. The equity relationship
Class I vehicles.
shows a 2.2 percent overpayment
This is an improvement over the current 3.2 percent overpayment for Class I.
Table 16b

CLASS (1982-84)

EACH
Additional revenue

$

11

ill

IV

$12.4

$ 9.4

$ 3.0

6.8

3.5

Total
$24.8

-----------------------------Increase registration fees for medium

trucks

10.3

Extend gross weight limits to 80,000 pounds
+$18.0*

-$5.6

2.0

2.0

-$5.9

-$1.0

+$5.5

ill

IV
1Y2%
16.9%

from Class I is a result of existing overpayment.
Table 16c

(1982-84)

1

Cost
Revenue
%

with additional revenues

58.6%
70.8%

1%
8.1%

5.1%
4.2%

+2.2%

-1.0%

- .9%

-

.3%

Revenue Produced

cents per
base and
an
a .25% retail sales tax to motor fuel on
1983 and a
.0% increase on
1, 984.
cents per
franchise" tax
of motor fuel
.2% on

62..1

252.0

61.2

256.3

an

average whole983 and a

$104.2
To
$107.3

To

9

A

Option II is a construction program based on the JLARC
of
construction
needs described previously. This program
would have 59 percent of the
power of
FY 1978-80 construction spending. An additional
1 million in State funds would be needed for
FY 1983, and $104 million for FY 1984.
the program for FY 984-86 would
an
additional $347 million.

Table 17a

Table 17a outlines a set of
actions which would
fund Option II, consistent
cost
findings. Fee-for-service adjustments would need to take
effect on July 1, 1982, and an increase in the motor fuel
tax would be necessary for FY 1984. The four options for
increasing the motor fuel tax are shown separately.
An increase in the road tax surcharge would also be
for
FY 1984-86.
Table 17b shows that $79.4 million in additional revenue
from user charges would be needed in FY 1982-84. The set
of actions outlined in Table 17a would produce revenues
from each class generally consistent with their cost
responsibility. Class III trucks would underpay by $3.2
million.

Table 17b

Table 17c

Table 17c shows the overpayment and
as a percent of cost responsibility. No class would be over or
underpaying its cost responsibility
more than one-half
of one percent.
Table 17b

ADDITIONAL REVENUE FROM

1
$38.7

Additional revenue required

11

ill

$ 7.7

$12.0

$11.0

-----------------------------Increase registration fees for medium weight trucks
Extend gross weight limits to 80,000 pounds
Increase motor fuel taxes
Overpayment/Underpayment

13.7

+$3.1

7.0

4.4

1.8

+$ .4

-$3.2

4.0
7.5
+$ .5 +$

Table 17c

USER

11
Proportional Cost
Revenue contribution, with additional revenues
% over/under

69.5%

+

.4%

8.9%
8.9%

ill
5.0%

- .5%

16.6%

+

.1%

20.7
4.0

.8

Table 18a

SUGGESTED FINANCING ALTERNATIVES FOR
PRIORITY PLUS SUPPLEMENTATION CONSTRUCTION
New Funds

Required:

$69

million

(FY

JiU''U.lU' ..... ' ' ' '

1983), $134 million (FY 1984), $415 million (1984-86)
Revenue Produced (millions)
FY 1983
FY 1984
1984-86

LEGISLATIVE ACTIONS

1. Reduce DHT request for maintenance and
administration by $8 million annually, to provide
an incentive for productivity improvements.
2. Effective July 1, 1982, increase DMV and
SCC fees-for-service, to cover service costs.
3. Also effective July 1, 1982, increase vehicle
licensing fees to cover collection costs.
4. Also effective July 1, 1982, increase the
maximum gross registered weight to 80,000
pounds.
5. Also effective July 1, 1982, increase liquidated
damage charges to 4 cents and 10 cents per
pound overweight.
6. Also effective July 1, 1982, increase weightgraduated truck registration fees to meet equity
requirements.
7. Also effective July 1, 1982, increase the road
tax surcharge from 2 to 4 cents per gallon and
from 3 cents to 4 cents effective July 1, 1984.

$

8.0

$

8.0

$

5.5

5.5

11.0

16.0

16.0

32.0

2.0

2.0

4.0

3.3

3.3

6.6

10.4

10.4

20.8

4.3

4.3

17.0

53.7

52.2

324.4

48.6

62.1

336.0

49.1

65.6

325.3

(and increa<:e motor fuel taxes by:)

8. Scheduling a 2.1 cents per g81!on Increase on
motor fuel taxes on July 1, 1982, and a subsequent 4.4 cents increase on July 1, 1984.
(or)

Keeping an 11 cents per gallon base and adding
a 1.25% retail sales tax to motor fuel on July 1,
1982, and a subsequent 1.75% increase on July
1, 1984.
(or)

Keeping an 11 cents per gallon base and adding a
1.5% "oil franchise" tax to the average wnolesale price of motor fuel on July 1, 1982, and a
subsequent 1.8% on July 1, 1984.
(or)
Eliminating the 11 cents per gallon base and
converting to a 9.2 % tax on the average wholesale price of motor fuel on July 1, 1982, reduce
to 8.2% on July 1, 1983, and increase to 8.9%
on July 1, 1984.
Total Revenue Range (depending on
motor fuel tax option selected)

42

328.3
$ 69.4
To
$103.2

$101.7
To
$134.7

$415.8
To
$427.4

construction
million in FY
included
some
laws.
the 1978-80
984 and

Table

8a outlines a set of
actions which would
sufficient revenue to fund
consistent
vehicle cost
Fee-far-service
ments would take effect on
1, 1982.
Increases in the
motor
tax and
road tax
would also be
needed
Table

$137.4
would be needed from
982-84. Class
and Class III trucks
while the other two classes would
million

Table

the overpayments and
as percost
All classes would be
revenue
within one-third of one percent of their
contribution.
Table 18b

EACH
!
Additional revenue

!!
.9

Increase
Extend gross
Increase road tax, user
Increase motor fuel taxes

$22.5

$ 37.4

$14.5

3.7

20.7

1.7

6.8

8.5

8.3
+$1.9

-$ .5

+

+$1.7

!!
69.4%

8.8%

%

- %

6.8%

Table 19a

FINANCING
DHT CRITICAL
Funds

$184 million

(FY

fiJL, Jl J:,nl'qjfi.! Jl

1983), $233 million (FY 1984), $549 million (1984-86)

LEG:SLATIVE ACTIONS
1. Reduce DHT request for maintenance and
administration by $8 million annually, to provide
an incentive for productivity improvements.
2. Effective July 1, 1982, increase DMV and
see fees-far-service, to cover service costs.
3. Also effective July 1, 1982, increase vehicle
licensing fees to cover collection costs.
4. Also effective July 1, 1982, increase the
maximum gross registered weight to 80,000
5. Also effective July 1, 1982, increase liquidated
charges to 4 cents and 10 cents per
overweight.
6. Also effective July 1, 1982, increase weighttruck registration fees to meet equity

7. Also effective July 1, 1982, increase the road
tax surcharge from 2 to 4 cents per gall0n, and
from 4 cents to 5 cents on July 1, 1984.

Revenue Generated (millions)
FY 1983

$

8.0

FY 1984

$

1984-86

8.0

5.5

5.5

11.0

16.0

16.0

32.0

2.0

2.0

4.0

3.3

3.3

6.6

10.4

10.4

20.8

8.5

8.5

25.5

158.5

154.1

449.2

136.0

174.0

476.0

134.2

179.3

453.4

(and increase motor fuel taxe.c; by:)

8.
a 6.2 cents per gallon increase on
motor fuel taxes on July 1, 1982, and a subsequent 2.8 cents increase on July 1, 1984.
(or)

an 11 cents per gallon base and adding
a 3.5% retail sales tax to motor fuel on July 1,
982 and a subsequent .75% increase on July
984.
(or)

an 11 cents per gallon base and adding
a 4.1% "oil franchise" tax to the average wholesale price of motor fuel on July 1, 1982 and a
1, 1984
.5% on
(or)

the 11 cents per gallon base and
to a 12.6% tax on the average wholeof motor fuel on July 1, 1982, reduce
to
0.4% on
1, 1983, and reduce to
10.3% on
1, 1984.
Total Revenue
motor fuel

rrL1
$184.8
To
$212.2

466.3
To
$235.1

$549.1
To

Option IV is based on a preliminary critical improvements program prepared by DHT for discussion
in the 1982 session of the General Assembly. This budget would be equivalent to 81 percent of
the purchasing power of FY 1978-80 spending. An additional $184 million in FY 1983, $233
million in FY 1984 and $549 million in FY 1984-86 would be required from State tax sources.

Table 19a

Table 19a outlines a set of possible actions to fund
the DHT proposed budget. Increases in all revenue
sources would be required, effective July 1, 1982.

Table 19b

Table 19b shows that $351.4 million in additional user
charges would be needed in FY 1982-84. Classes II and
III would underpay slightly; Classes I and IV would
overpay by a combined total of $5.9 million.

Table 19c

Table 19c shows overpayments and underpayments by
vehicle class, expressed as a percentage of cost responsibility.

Table 19b

ADDITIONAL REVENUE FROM EACH VEHICLE CLASS (1982-84)
Additional revenue required

-----------------------Increase registration fees for medium weight trucks
Extend gross weight limits to 80,000 pounds
Increase road tax surcharge from 2 to 4 cents/ gallon
Increase motor fuel taxes
Overpayment/Underpayment

Table 19c

USER CHARGE EQUITY (1982-84)

Jl
Proportional Cost Responsibility
Revenue contribution, with additional revenues
% over/under

70.1%
70.1%

IV

ill

8.6%

4.7%
4.5%

- .1%

- .2%

16.6%
16.9%

+

.3%

46
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DEPARTMENT OF HIGHWAYS & TRANSPORTATION
1221 EAST BROAD STREET
RICHMOND, 23219

IN REPLY PLEASE REFER TO

December 15, 1981

Honorable Theodore V. Morrison, Jr.
Chairman, Joint Legislative Audit and
Review Commission
910 Capitol Street
Richmond, VA 23219
Dear Mr. Morrison:
The Virginia Department of Highways and Transportation has carefully
reviewed results of the JLARC draft report concerning organization and
management. Please find attached for your review a formal response by
specific JLARC recommendation.
The JLARC staff has prepared a comprehensive analysis of organization
and management of VDH&T, and I believe they will confirm that we here in
the Department have been coope,ative and open in helping them to identify
areas whi ch need strengtheni ng. Thi sis not to say that we agree with
every recommendation contained in the report but certainly the majority
of those made.
There are three major issues, although, that I would like to highlight;
first, the overexpenditure of the maintenance program in fiscal years 1979-80.
As you know these particular years include a large amount of extraordinary
storm damage expenditure. It is our position that the expenditure for repair
of storm damage was of an extreme emergency nature that required immediate
attention and clearly should be ~lassified as construction rather than
maintenance. We did, however, record these expenditures in our maintenance
cost accounting system due to the more extensive reporting system available
to control costs. With this understanding, VDH&T acquired authorization to
overexpend the total appropriation for construction and maintenance in
FY 1979 and specifically to overexpend maintenance in FY 1980. These
approvals were received, and the appropriate supporting documentation is
available. The unusual circumstance and emergency nature of extraordinary
storm damage could not possibly have been foreseen during budget preparation.
The second cla fication I would like
allocations versus expenditures.
though
complex area, some points need
made
We take no exception
sta1tenlenlt
has been placed on p rams other than

to make concerns the balance of
this is a very difficult and
the sake of cla fication.
an emphasis in terms of expen ture
urban system, primarily the
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Interstate system. However, our reasons for doing so still remain valid.
During 1978 approximately $70 million of addition
federal aid was acq
through the federal aid discretionary process. In order to receive that
federal aid, these funds had to be immediately obligated, and monies had
to be available to match the available federal dollars. Further the extraordinary storm damage incurred left less actual cash available for all
construction programs. This discretionary Interstate federal aid coupled
with the extraordinary storm damage incurred in past years and the complexity
of getting urban construction under way has temporarily resulted in an
unusually high urban balance. What should not be indicated, however, is
that the allocations to the urban program have been transferred to other
programs and that the urban balance cannot be brought to a reasonable level.
VDH&T has prepared a plan for correcting the urban imbalances.
The last issue of major importance is the projection of revenue and
expenditures in future years by JLARC staff. Our major concern in this
area is the fact that JLARC has chosen to consider access road construction,
revenue sharing. coal severance, capital outlay. and some other related
items to be state money available to match federal aid, Despite the fact
that past appropriations indicate these funds are not available to match
federal aid, JLARC has chosen to consider these state cash expenditures
to be zero and thereby have projected more state cash available to match
federal aid than we feel is appropriate.
As I indicated before. we feel the JLARC study has been most beneficial
to the Department and that there has been good cooperation. VDH&T is prepared
to aggressively implement many of the recommendations made and in fact has
proceeded with many previous recommendations.
I will be available to discuss any of these issues in detail.
Sincerely,
c

\\ r''''htJ2,.C.

~

Harold C. King, Commissioner
Attachment
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VDHf Response: VDHf concurs
the Report's emphasis on providing
to the biennial maintenance program. The Department is acutely aware of the
needs shift from construction to maintenance planning and is establishing a
Commission Maintenance Committee to define the concept of maintenance and
review the proposed maintenance plan. Included in this review will be a
determination of the amount of funds to be allocated to the maintenance
activity.
The recommendations also call
alternative maintenance level programs
to be submitted to the General Assembly
review. Strict acceptance of
this portion of the recommendation would result in the General Assembly
being involved in Department operational decisions. It is felt the interaction between the appropriate legislative committees and
Commission
~fuintenance Committee will satisfy the intent of keeping the
Assembly
informed and provide opportunity for its input while minimizing the amount of
detail. This, it is felt, is more
keeping with the
Assembly's
function.
Recommendation (2): The Commission should establish a standing committee on
public transportation.
V~~~~~~~~,r~A;A~CommissionCommittee for

r

Transportation
providing guidance and oversight
the
~"_~J_VH within VDHf.

be

Recommendation (3): The Secretary
Transportation should expedite the
exposure of the statewide transportation plan.
VDHf Response: The draft of a statewide plan is expected to be completed
discuss the major transportation issues
by July 1, 1982. This draft
facing Virginia and
be the basis for input from Commission members,
local officials, and regional and local plaYlning agencies.
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VDHT's Responses to JLARC's Recommendations
Recommendation (14): DHT should improve control and coordination over capital
outlays by consolidating the capital budget function with the office responsible
for preparation of the operating budget.
Recommendation (15): The department should comply with the capital outlay
policies and procedures specified in the Appropriations Act.
VDHT Response: A proposed procedure has been sent to the Secretary of
Transportation incorporating the points outlined in Recommendation (15).
In that this will provide the necessary controls and it can be easily
coordinated with the Budget Division, VDHT sees no need to relocate the
administration of this function from the Purchasing Division.
Recommendation (16): The General Assembly may wish to amend statute to
establish a deputy commissioner position distinct from the chief engineer
position.
VDHT Response: ~Vhile there is agreement that some organizational changes
are desirable, it is not felt at this time of retrenchment and austerity
that another top level position should be created. In the Department's
opinion, it is not unusual to have the Administration and Finance functions
reporting to the Chief Executive Officer.
Recommendation (17): The General Assembly should create a directorate for
public transportation.
VDHT Response: Currently, the Public Transportation Division reports to the
Commissioner albeit routine administrative matters are handled through the
Director of Planning. This, it is felt, satisfies the intent of the existing
legislation. As mentioned earlier, a Commission Committee will be created
to provide guidance and oversight to this function.
Recommendation (18): DHT should establish an internal audit unit which
reports to the highway commissioner.
VDlfT Response: The current reporting relationship of the internal audit
function is to the Commission Internal Audit Committee. All Internal Audit
and Management Study Reports will be reported to the Commission Committee.
The State Internal Auditor has been requested to review and assess the VDHT
internal audit function and suggest areas he feels may be improved.
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Recommendation (19): The management services
should
a
systematic means of conducting value engineering, methods improvement
and applied engineering research as a means of reducing costs.
VDHr Response: The Management Services Division is currently developing a
the recommenwork program to include, as a minimum, those items mentioned
dation. Increased involvement and cooperation with the staff of the Highway
Transportation Research Council is a part of this program.
Recommendation (20): DHr should combine all construction programming into
a single division for program management.
VDHr Response: The Department cannot support the merger of the Urban,
Secondary Roads, and Programming and Scheduling Divisions due to the
increased coordination with local governments anticipated with the program
emphas
areas. Substantial staff reductions have been made in each of
the three divisions; however, the visibility of the units within the Department is critical to the local governments.
Recommendation (21): The environmental division should be assigned to the
engineering directorate.
VDHr Response:

The Department concurs with this recommendation.

Recommendation (22): The Highway and Transportation Commission should review
boundaries of the eight construction districts and make adjustments where
necessary.
VDHr Response: Consideration will be given to a realignment of the eight
Construction Districts; and certainly, the factors enumerated in the
recommendation would be part of this consideration; however, further study
is needed since there is a potentially large capital outlay requirement
attached to such a change.
Recommendation (23): DHr should consider increasing the mileage served by
an area headquarters and corresponding reductions in the number of area headquarters and related timekeeper and area supervisor positions.
VDHr Response: The Department is in the process of reviewing these units;
and where it is cost justifiable, reductions will be made.
Recommendation (24): DHr should re-examine its approach to defining the roles
and responsibilities of various organizational units.
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VDHT's Responses to JLARC's Recommendations
Recommendation (25): Central office policies, standards and guidelines should
be developed and promulgated with clear understanding as to whether they are
advisory or mandatory.
Recommendation (26): The use of staff meetings to disseminate information
should be improved by timing them to occur prior to public announcement
of major department actions.
Recommendation (27): Representation on committees of resident engineers and
field staff from regions outside the Richmond area should be increased.
VDHT Response: The Department concurs with recommendations 24- 27; and efforts
are underway to improve communications, satisfy informational needs, clarify
policies, standards, and guidelines, and increase the level of involvement of
field personnel.
Recommendation (28): DHT should work with the Secretary of Transportation
to clarify the reporting relationship between the rail division and the
secretary.
VDHT Response: The dual reporting relationship of the Rail Transportation
Division has worked well; however, it will be clarified. The additional
functions identified by JLARC have been historically performed by the
Division as a part of the state rRil planning process.
Recommendation (29): The process of developing guidelines for identifying
surplus positions should be expedited.
Recommendation (30): Because it is important to retain qualified personnel,
the department should consider alternatives to full-time employment of surplus
staff.
Recommendation (31): The training section and the district trainers should
survey the organization to determine priority areas where skills improvements
are needed.
VDHT Response: Action has already been taken to develop a more uniform
method of evaluating required staffing levels which the Department views as
·a critical portion of the development of an overall mangement system. Efforts
will be made to provide additional training both to VDHT managers and
areas
where skills improvement are or will be required.
Recommendation (32): DHT should establish monthly preventive maintenance
program as department policy.
VDHT Response: Since this was initially pointed out by JLARC, policy and
guideline changes have been made; and efforts are continuing in this area to
improve the clarity of these instructions and insure uniform interpretation.

VDHT's Responses to JLARC's Recommendations
DHT should improve on the existing equipment information
cost profiles for each age group of all major
~~~~~~(

h

ULii.L~'kLJ'~l

statewide.
will
consumption.

This recommendation is being considered. The Department
established a more realistic method of determining equipment
which provides more timely data and will improve utilization
Additionally, efforts are being made to develop reports which
equipment with high parts and labor costs and excessive fuel

Recommendation (34a): DHT should establish desirable inventory levels for all
classes of general supplies.
Recommendation

DHT should review its policies governing local purchases.

Recommendation (34c): Purchasing agents should review local purchase invoices
on a sample basis to (1) determine compliance with DHT policies, and (2)
determine whether particular items are purchased frequently enough to justify
central purchasing.
Recommendation (34d):
stockroom annually.

The purchasing division should conduct audits of every

Recommendation (34e): The audit reporting format should be revised to include
more specific information on the size and dollar value of errors.
Recommendation (34f): DHT should consider simplifying quarterly inventory
corrections by removing the approval requirement before a correction is
processed.
Recommendation (34g): The DHT purchasing division should develop a training
program for stockroom employees.
Recommendation (34h): The purchasing division should require that all salvage
parts be inventoried by the stock clerk and inventory records maintained.
Recommendation (34i): Stockrooms should be considered areas of controlled
access as is the case under current policy.
Recommendation (34h): Salvaged road stock should be inventoried and records
maintained on the amount and location of salvaged materials.
Recommendation (34j): The equipment division should post information on
procedures for issuing gasoline at self-service pumps.
VDHT Response: These recommendations were submitted to VDHT in an Interim
Report, and appropriate action to implement these recommendations is in
process.
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VDHT Response: The
investigating ways to most
emphasis on this function.

recommendation and is
place increased

Recommendation (36): DHT should specifically monitor projects for construction
engineering costs which are approximately ten percent of the contract price.
VDHT Response: Reports currently exist
this information;
however, since construction engineering costs are not directly proportional
to the size of the projects and short-term future inspector needs must be
considered by location, a cost in excess of ten percent does not necessarily
indicate improper staffing. The Department recognizes the intent of the
recommendation and will strive to comply with the intent.
Recommendation (37): Current dollar
for approval of work orders
by the construction engineer and chief engineer should be retained.
VDHT Response: This limit was recommended by the Hansen Study to be revised
to $50,000 to take inflation into account. Management is satisfied that
this maintains the desirable relative authority range necessary for a
decentralized organization.
Recommendation (38a): DHT and the Department of Corrections should
restructure inmate labor crews with the goal
reducing costs.
Recommendation (38b): The General Assembly may wish to consider funding
use of inmates on the highways from sources other than the highway maintenance
and construction fund.
Recommendation (38c): The Joint Subcommittee on Economic Productivity of the
Prison PopUlation and on the Work Release Programs should examine the language
and intent of Code of Virginia Section 53-109.1 regarding the reimbursement
paid to the Department of Corrections by the Department of Highways and
Transportation for inmate labor.
Recommendation (38d): Better training should be provided to DHT employees
who supervise or accompany inmates.
VDHT Response: The Department accepts the recommendations relative to inmate
labor. The possibility of restructing work crews is being investigated.
The Department, due to revenue decreases, cannot maintain the current level
of inmate labor and comply with the statutory requirements fOT wages. Thereis recommended that legislation be enacted to permit the negotiation
,
of a just wage with the Department of Corrections. The negotiated wage
would be subject to approval
the budgetary review
process. Cons
is
given
a modification of the DOC
course for guards to increase
employees
inmate
supervision.
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VDHT's Responses to JLARC's Recommendations
Recommendation (47): DHT should expedite the purchase and use of compact
portable scales for the mobile weigh units with the intent of eliminating
the van and driver now required for transportation of older type scales.
VDHT Response: VDrIT is proceeding to acquire additional portable scales;
however, to continue the necessary level and quality of coverage, it will
be necessary to retain the van units.
Recommendation (48): The Department of State Police and DHT should develop
and adopt a policy for offloading that would provide a practical deterrent
to ovenveight operation.
VDHT Response: This recommendation is currently being studied in cooperation
with the State Police.
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